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I. Introduction 
This is the sequel of my paper [I 11 studying properties of the special class of complck 
manifolds named ~qetzetwiixd Ho& (g.H.) manifolds by I. Vaisman [ 141. First we recall the 
definition ofg.H. manifolds. Let M be an )7(> 2)-dimensional Hermitian manifold with metric 
tensor :: and complex structure tensor 1. If each point p E M has an open neighborhood U with 
;I differentiable function CJ~ : U 4 IR such that ,jjr: = e+” g is a Kahler metric on Il. ,$ is called 
;I loc~rrll\. utt?fi)twt~tI Kiihler (l.c. K.) metric and M is called an 1.c.K. ttzatz$dd [ 121. If g is an 1.c.K. 
metric. it is easily shown that da c’ = c/a,, on U n V. Hence the closed 1 -form w ((0 = dol, on 11) 
i\ defined globally on M and is called the Lee,fittw of an 1.c.K. manifold M. We arc interested in 
topological and complex analytic properties of compact 1.c.K. manifolds. Especially WC focu:, 
our study on a subclass of l.c.K.manifolds. i.e.. the getrcrzrlisxl Hopf (g.H.) tt~att~fit/rl.s. B!, 
definition. a g.H. manifold is an 1.c.K. manifold whose Lee form o is parallel. i.e.. V(t) = 0 
(0) # 0) with respect to the Riemannian connection V of its Hermitian metric g [ 141. Remarkable 
and beauGful properties of compact g.H. manifolds have been established (I. Vaisman Il3.151. 
T. Kashiwada IS], and the author [I I] etc). 
Let CM, .I. g) be a compact g.H. manifold. We set H = --o ‘2 .I and denote by B and A the 
dual vector fields corresponding to w and 8. respectively. Then we have A = .I B. These vector 
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fields A and B are infinitesimal automorphisms of the Hermitian structure, i.e., they satisfy 
LA J = 0, LB J = 0, and LAg = 0, LBg = 0 (cf. I. Vaisman [14]). The distribution generated 
by the vector fields A and B is completely integrable and defines a foliation 3, which we call 
the canonical foliation of a g.H. manifold. This foliation 3 has remarkable properties. Their 
leaves are totally geodesic and locally flat complex submanifolds. Moreover 3 is transversally 
Kahlerian. Due to these properties the canonical foliation 3 plays an important role when we 
investigate topological and complex analytic properties of a g.H. manifold. 
In this paper we shall study the canonical foliation. In Section 2, we show that we can 
lift the foliation 3 to any holomorphic line bundle F on a g.H. manifold (Theorem 2.5). We 
expect that this lifted foliation 3 will be useful for studying holomorphic line bundles. As an 
application, we prove that any holomorphic sections of a holomorphic line bundle are foliated 
ones (Theorem 2.6). For these results, we give a decomposition of real closed 2-forms of type 
(1,l) (Theorem 2.1). 
In Section 3, we shall prove the existence of compact leaves for the canonical foliation 3 
(Theorem 3.2). In Section 4, we describe the geometric structure (Theorems 4.1 and 4.2) of a 
compact g.H. manifold on which the canonical foliation is regular in the sense of R. Palais [9]. 
In Section 5, we review basic properties of characteristic lasses of holomorphic torus bundles 
in order to apply to the discussion of Section 4. 
The author wishes to thank the refree for his valuable comments. 
2. The lift of the canonical foliation to a holomorphic line bundle 
Let (M, J, g) be a compact g.H. manifold with Lee form w. By a homothetic change of the 
metric g, we may assume 11011 = 1. We use the notations following [ 111. We denote by @ the 
fundamental form defined by @ (X, Y) = g (J X, Y). Let fir (M) be the space of complex valued 
differential r-forms on M with the scalar product (. , .). We consider the following differential 
operators acting on forms: d, 6, 3, 3, 8, 8, A, 0. Here d = i3 + 3 is the exterior derivative 
with its decomposition into two operators of bidegrees (1,0) and (0, 1). Operators 6, 0, and 
8 are defined by 6 = - * d*, 0 = - * I%, and 8 = - * a*, respectively. Then we have 
(da, p) = (a, S/3), (aa, ,f?) = (a, tip) and (& j3) = (a, a/3). Operators a = d8 + 6d and 
0 = $8 + 83 are the Laplacians of d and 3, respectively. We denote by e(a) and i(a) the 
exterior product and the interior product by the k-form (Y, respectively. 
Let 3 be the canonical foliation on M defined in Sect. 1. We have an exact sequence of vector 
bundles 
O-+L-+TM%Q+O, (2.1) 
where L is the tangent bundle and Q the normal bundle of 3. We denote by TL and PQ the 
spaces of differentiable sections of L and Q, respectively. The action of the Lie algebra IL 
on IQ is defined by Lxs = na[X, Y,] for any X E rL,s E rQ, where Y, E rTM with 
nQ(Y,) = s. This action is extended to tensor fields of Q. A tensor held 6 of Q is said to be 
holonomy invariant if it satisfies Lx< = 0 for any X E TL. A differential form 11 E R’(M) 
is said to be basic if i(X)7 = 0 and L,yq = 0 for all X E I’L. The exterior derivative d 
preserves basic forms and the set G:(3) of all basic forms constitutes a subcomplex of the 
de Rham complex (G*(M), d). We denote din, = dB. Its cohomology H;(3) is called the 
btrsic cohomnlogy of F. The basic Laplacian AR of dR is defined as a differential operatol 
acting on basic forms. We call a basic form q satisfying abr] = 0 a harmonic basic,form. (FOI 
a general reference to the basic cohomology theory, see Tondeur 110, Chap. 91.) 
The canonical foliation 3 on a g.H. manifold is transversally Kahlerian (cf. [ 1 I, Theo-- 
rem 2.21). Let @’ be the fundamental 2-form of the Kahler foliation 3. Then @’ is a harmonic 
basic 2-form. Moreover on a g.H. manifold we have 
@‘=-&kJ-l&=-1/-l&jj, (2.2 I 
\\~hereO=-a,oJandcp=o+2/--rt,[ll,Sect.3].WesetV=B-2/-1~A,whereBandR 
denote the dual vector fields corresponding to w and 8, respectively. Then V is a holomorphic 
L’cctor tield with no Lero points and hence L + is a holomorphic subbundle of TM’. Her-c 
7.M~’ and L+ denote the subbundles of the complexified vector bundles TM’ = TM 631:. C’ 
and L” = L @II~: C associated with eigenvalue J-1 of J. respectively. Similarly Q+ denotc 
the subbundle of the complexified vector bundle Q’ associated with eigenvalue g of‘ ;I 
holonomy invariant almost complex structure .Ip. Then we have the following exact scquencc 
01‘ holomorphic vector bundles: 
0 -+ ,!,+ + TM+ 3 Q+ - 0. 
Now we give a decomposition of a real closed 2-form of type ( I. I ). 
(3.3, 
Theorem 2.1. Let M be u cotnpuct g.H. nunlifiAd wlith dim,:: M 3 3 and h be (I real clo.vrtl 
?-for-m of t\pe (I. I ) on M. Then I-L’e have 
Proof. By [I 1, Theorem 2.31, h has the decomposition 
h=a+wAp+dy, 
where a is an effective harmonic basic 2-form and ,/!I is a harmonic basic I -form and y is a I -form 
(here we need the assumption that dime M 3 3). We split /I = /5+ + BP and y = yt + y 
into forms of type (I. 0) and type (0, I), where BP = ,@ and yP = y+. Then p+ and /!I- art: 
harmonic basic forms and hence they are also harmonic with respect o n by [ 1 1, Theorem 2.3 I. 
Therefore we have 
h=clu+~(cpAp++cpAp~+(DA~++~A~-}+ay++i3y~+i)y++I)y~. 
where cp = w + &if?. Because of types of forms, we have 
0 = (h, cp A bf) 
= (w, cp A B+) + i(cp A p+. cp A /P) -t @l/f. cp A p+) 
= (i(+kB+j + (B+.B+) + (y+.Ip(cpr\B+)) 
= (B+, P+) + (y+,0e(q)P+). 
By the formula [ 11, Lemma 3. I], 
zYe(cp>#3+ = -e(cp)lFP+ - ii($ - i(@)a = 0. 
Therefore we have (/3+, Bf) = 0 and hence b + = 0. Since /!- = B+, we obtain /!I = 0. 
We decompose a = c~(‘,a) + a(‘.‘) + ~(a.~) into forms of types (2.0),( 1, I), and (0, 2), where 
&).2) = @.o) Then each (;Y(“.‘) ((s. f) = (2.0). (1,l). (0, 2)) is an effective harmonic basic 
form and hence is harmonic with respect to a by [ 1 1, Theorem 2.31. Again because of types of 
forms, we have 
0 = (A, CyQJ)) 
= (&O) , pi)) + (a)/+, aY(2.0)) 
_ (2.0) 
- (a 
, &.O)) + &f, ,y,m)) 
= @pm , &.O~), 
This implies that (Y (*I’) = 0 Consequently we have . 
h=a”.‘)+ay++aV-+ay++i3y-. 
From this it follows that i)yf = 0 and 3~~ = 0. By [ 1 1, Theorem 3.21,~~ takes the form 
7/- = t + a$ + 3.f. 
where < is a harmonic basic form of type (0. 1) and a is a complex number and ,f is a complex- 
valued function. Since y+ = yP = ,$ + L+ + a,?, we have 
ay- + a~+ = a@ + 3i)f + fiacp + 13a.j 
= 2/-r(a - ti)@’ + i33(,f - ,f) 
= -2al@‘+22/-1i)i5,fl, 
where at and ,ft denote the imaginary parts of a and ,f, respectively. Thus we have the decom- 
position of h in our theorem. 
We shall prove the uniqueness of the decomposition. Suppose that (x +a@‘+ &i 8a.f = 0, 
where a! is an effective harmonic basic form of type (1.1) and a is a real number and f is a 
real-valued function. Since a = d(aQ - n af} and CY is harmonic with respect to &J, u = 0. 
Since ~?a@’ = 0, we have 
0 = a(@‘. @‘) + &i(aj,f, Cp’) 
= a(@‘, @‘) - 2/-l(,f. I_?$@‘) 
= a(@‘. Q’). 
This implies that a = 0. Since -8g.f = 0, we see that ,f is constant. 0 
From now on we assume that M is a compact g.H. manifold with dim@ M 3 3. 
Corollary 2.2. Let F be a h&morphic line bundle over M. Then there exists a Hermitian 
jibre metric h on F such that the Chern,form R qf the Hermitian connection is a harmonic basic 
,f~wmoftype(l.l)onM. 
Proof. We take a Hermitian fibre metric h on F. By Theorem 2.1, its Chern form Q is of the 
form fl = cy + (I @’ + &i daj’. Here (Y + 00,’ is a harmonic basic form of type ( I. I ). We 
define a new Hermitian fibre metric h’ by h’ = emm”7fh. Then its Chern form R’ is of the form 
Q’ = R - J--Tai3f = U +a@. 0 
Let F be a holomorphic line bundle over M and P be the holomorphic principal SC:*-bundle 
a\sociated with F. which is given by P = F -- {zero section}. Let r denote the projection of 
/’ onto M. If a holomorphic vector field Z on P ic invariant by the action of C+, Z is called 
an infiniresin7crI autonzorl’hi,sl,z of P. It is easily seen that for an infinitesimal automorphisn- 
7 there exists a unique holomorphic vector field X on M such that Z is n-related to X. Wt 
discuss the following problem: Given a holomorphic vector field X on M, does there exist an 
infinitesimal automorphism of P which is n-related to X? 
Theorem 2.3. Let M he cl compact g.H. man~fikl Mith dim,: M 3 3. Let F he N holomorphic~ 
lille hrnlldlcj OIVI’ M and P hr the holomorphic~ principal C*-hw~lle associated vcith F. Thor, 
,for (u1 arhitrarv holomorphic \,ectorjeld X. there exists a~ infinitesimal automorphism x o/ P 
11 hith i.s r-related to X. 
Proof. At tirst we will give a necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of an in- 
finitesimal automorphism 2 of P which is r-related to X. We take an arbitrary Hermitian 
fibre metric h on F, whose Chern form is denoted by Q. Since X is holomorphic. we have 
5, (X)Q = -i(X)i)B = 0 and hence i(X)Q is %-closed l-form of type (0, 1). Then there exists 
an intinitesimal automorphism 2 of P which is r-related to X if and only if [i(X)Q] = (1 
ill the Dolbeault cohomology group Hi.‘(M). We will show this. We denote by A the (1. 0). 
component of the fundamental vector field of P generated by a I -parameter subgroup (P’] in 
( Then A is a holomorphic vector field on P and is invariant by the action of @“. We denotr 
b!l X! the horizontal lift of X with respect to the Hermitian connection defined by h. Then an\ 
\c~~or field !? invariant by the action of c* which is r-related to X is expressed as follows: 
x = X’ + n*(,f’)A. 
\I here ,f’ is a complex-valued function on M. We shall give local expressions of X. We choose 
an open covering (U;) of M such that each ;r-‘(Ui) is provided with a local isomorphism 
I// : ;I- ‘(U,) + U; x CC*, @i(u) = (n(u), ,f;(u)). We put /z,(x) = h(+ie’(,v, I ). $,-‘(x. I ):I 
for .V E U;. Then h; is a positive function on U;. We define a l-form 7; of type ( 1, 0) on U, bl 
11 = il logh;. Then on n--‘(U;). the He rmitian connection form 11 is of the form 
‘7 = JT*~I, + ,f;.“(h-’ dh). 
Therefore X* is expressed on np’(Ui) as follows: 
x* = x - n’(,li(X))*$ = x - rr*(~;(x))A. 
where X and h a/ah denote the lifts ton -‘(U;) undertheisomorphismti; : n-‘(Ui) + lJ, XC*. 
In particular, we have 
si = X + ~r*(,f - q;(X))A. 
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Therefore 2 is holomorphic if and only if f - ni (X) is a holomorphic function on each Ui, i.e., 
a (f - Y]i (X)) = 0. On the other hand, we have 
a(f - vi(X)) = a(f - i(X)qi) = 3.f + i(X)anj = af + 27C &ii(X)Q. 
Thus we have proved our assertion. Especially we see that the horizontal lift X* of X with 
respect to the Hermitian connection is a holomorphic vector field if and only if i (X)Q = 0. 
By Corollary 2.2, we can introduce a Hermitian fibre metric h on F whose Chern form 
is given by fi = a! + a@‘, where a! is an effective harmonic basic form of type (I,]). We 
recall the expression of a holomorphic vector field X on a compact g.H. manifold M following 
[l 1, Sect. 41. We denote by Ll the orthogonal complement of the tangent bundle L of the 
canonical foliation and usually identify Q ( resp. Q+) with L’ ( resp. (L’)+). A holomorphic 
vector field X on M is of the form: X = f V + X0, where X0 is a holomorphic section of (L’)+ 
and f is a complex-valued function. Let 6 be the dual l-form of type (0, 1) which corresponds 
to Xa. Then by [l 1, Theorems 4.2 and 4.31, Xa is a holonomy invariant section with respect to 
the canonical foliation 3 and f is a basic function. Moreover we have < = -2 3 f . These imply 
i(X)C? = i( + ai(X = i(X& + l/-rue = i(<)w - 21/-1a af. 
Hence [i(X)Q] = [i($ in $;‘(M). Since i( is a basic form of type (0, l), i( is of the 
form : i (.$)a = (0 + ah, where {a is a harmonic basic form and h is a basic function. Therefore 
we have 
(<oh, TO) = (i( - ah, TO) = (i(t TO) - (k 350) = (a, e(g><~h). 
On the other hand 
eCi><0 = C A 50 = -2Ca.T) A (0 = -2a(.fC0). 
Therefore 
kc &><o) =-2(% WTo>) = -2(fk &To) = 0. 
From this it follows that <a = 0. Consequently we have [i(X)S2] = [i(< = [a/z] = 0 in 
H.i;’ (M). Thus our assertion has been proved. 0 
Let F and P be a holomorphic line bundle over M and its associated principal @*-bundle. 
Now we define a lift of the canonical foliation 3 to P (cf. F. Kamber and P. Tondeur [4] and 
P. Molino [ 81.) 
Definition 2.4. If a foliation ? on P has the properties (i), (ii), (iii) below, then ? is called the 
liftedfoliation of thEcanonical foliation 3. We denote by L and z the distributions tangent o 
the leaves of 3 and 3, respectively: 
(i) l is invariant by the right action of C*; 
(ii) L has the zero intersection with the vertical distribution; 
(iii) L projects onto L by n. 
Moreover if there exists a Hermitian fibre metric of F such that 2: is contained in the horizontal 
distribution of the Hermirtian connection, ? is called a Hermitian liftedfoliation and such a 
Hermitian fibre metric is called an adapted Hermitian metric to the lifted foliation ?. 
We note that a lifted foliation on P is extended to the foliation on F. We briefly explain this. 
On the product manifold P x C, the natural projection 1// maps (~1. A) E P x C into hu E F 
and c* acts on the right by (u, h)< = (cu, &-I) for 6 E C”. Then I,!I is a diffeomorphism of 
the quotient manifold by the action of @* onto F. Evidently a map ~4 E P w $(u, 1) E F in 
an inclusion map of P. We lift the distribution L of T P to the distribution LpX,: of T( P x C’) 
under the direct sum decomposition T( P x CC) = T P + TC. 
ilction of @*. Therefore + projects LpX,; 
_ pXc is in_variant by the right L 
onto the distribution LF of T F. LF is involutive and 
defines a foliation ?F- on F. It is easily seen that L,Y coincides with 2: on P. Hence the foliation __. 
:r of P is extended to the foliation gF of F. From now on we use the same notation 3 for the 
foliations of P and F. 
Theorem 2.5, Let P be CI h&morphic principal C*-bundle over LI cwmpact g.H. tnm(fdrl Ad 
r\-itlt dime M 3 3. Then there exists n unique Hermitinn l@ed,foliation Y on P. Morco~~er dw 
clistrihution z tangent o the len\les of? is a holomorphk .suhhundle of rhe tnngent hunrllr T I’. 
Proof. ( I) The construction of F. Following Corollary 2.2, we take a Hermitian fibre metric 11 
tuch that the Chern form Q of the Hermitian connection q is a harmonic basic form. We define 
;I distribution L on P satisfying the following property: At each point 14 of P, L,, is contained 
in the horizontal subspace of q and projects to L,,,,, by X. 
Since q is a connection of type (1.0). z,, is a complex subspace of T,, P. Since the curvature 
form of q is basic. the distribution z is completely integrable and detines the Hermitian lifted 
foliation If. 
(2) The uniqueness of ?. We denote by 5’ another Hermitian lifted foliation and by 11’ its 
adapted Hermitian metric. Then there exists a real-valued differentiable function ,f such that 





Since the horizontal subspace of q’ contains L’, we have Q’( V. v) = 0. where V denotes the 
holomorphic vector field defined by V = B - GA. It follows that J$,f(V, v) = 0. This 
means that ,f’ is a harmonic function on each leaf of 3. The universal covering of each leaf is 
biholomorphic to (C and ,f is bounded. Therefore ,f is constant along each leaf and hence is a 
basic function of 3. The Hermitian connection q’ is given by q’ = q + n*dl. This implies that 
z is contained in the horizontal distribution of 7’. Therefore we have ? = 3’. 
(3) The holomorphicity of z. Let v be the lift of V, i.e.. v E TL+ and n(V) = V. It i< 
enough to show that v is a holomorphic vector field on P. By the argument in the proof ~of 
Theorem 2.3. it is enough to show that i(V)Q = 0. Since the Chern form Q is a basic form. this 
identity holds. 0 
We call the Hermitian lifted foliation If shown in Theorem 2.5 the canonid /ifi of :f. 
If a cross section s of a holomorphic line bundle F satisfies the property 
s*(L.,) = L,.,, for any x E M. 
then s is called a,foliated section. 
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Theorem 2.6. A holomorphic section of a holomorphic line bundle F is a foliated section. 
Proof. For each leaf of 3, we consider the holomorphic immersion j : C + A4 composed of 
the covering map of @. onto the leaf and the inclusion map of the leaf into M. We denote by j* F 
the induced holomorphic line bundle over C. We introduce a Hermitian fibre metric on F which 
is adapted to the canonical lift 5. Then the induced Hermitian connection on j* F is flat. Thus 
j* F has a non-trivial parallel section SO with respect to the Hermitian connection. Here SO is a 
holomorphic section and the norm of $0 with respect o the induced Hermitian metric is constant 
on C.. For a holomorphic section s of F, there exists a holomorphic function f on @I such that 
j*, = fsa. Since the norm of s is bounded, f is a bounded function. So f is constant and 
hence j*s is a parallel section. This implies that s,(L,) = LX,,, for any point x in the leaf. 0 
In the rest of this section we shall investigate holomorphic connections in holomorphic line 
bundles. 
Theorem 2.7. Let F be a holomorphic line bundle over a compact g.H. manifold M with 
dime M 3 3. Then the following three conditions are mutually equivalent: 
(1) The Chern class c(F)c vanishes, where c(F)@ denotes the image of c(F) under the 
natural map H2(M; Z) --+ H2(M; Q. 
(2) F has a holomorphic connection. 
(3) F has a holomorphicJEat connection. 
Proof. The implication (1) =+ (3). We choose a Hermitian fibre metric such that the curvature 
form \I, of its Hermitian connection + is of the form Q = a + a@‘, where cz is an effective 
harmonic basic form of type (1,l). Since IX is a harmonic form with respect o a and a’ = -do, 
our assumption of the Chern class implies that c~ = 0. We define a l-form { on the associated 
principal @*-bundle P by < = I,!I - a fl n*cp, where cp = w + &i 19. Then { is a connection 
form of type ( 1,O). Moreover we have 
d( = d$ - a 2/--rn*dq = n*Q - a an*{- a@‘] = 0. 
This means that { defines a holomorphic flat connection. 
(3) + (2) is evident. Finally we shall show that (2) =+ (1). Again we take the Hermitian 
connection + and its curvature form \I, discussed in the beginning of this proof. We denote by 
a(F) the Dolbeault cohomology class in Hi; ’ (M) defined by 9. Since F admits a holomorphic 
connection, a theorem of Atiyah [l] implies that a(F) = [\Ir] = 0 in Hi” (M). On the other 
hand, \I, has the form 9 = Q! + a @’ = (;L + a fl& and a! is harmonic with respect to the 
complex Laplacian 0. Therefore we have a = 0. Consequently \I, = a@’ = -a de. From this 
it follows that c(F)c = (1/2na)[Q] = 0 in H2(M; @I). 0 
Corollary 2.8. If a holomorphic line bundle F admits a holomorphic connection, every holo- 
morphic connection isjat. 
Proof. By Theorem 2.7, F has a holomorphic flat connection, whose connection form is denoted 
by +. The connection form I// of another holomorphic connection is of the form r/r’ = I,/J + x*(Y, 
where u is a holomorphic 1 -form on M. By [ 11, Theorem 3.31, (X is d-closed. This implies that 
the curvature of $’ vanishes. 0 
3. The existence of compact leaves 
In this section we shall show the existence of compact leaves in the canonical foliation 3. 
We denote by Auto( M, g) the identity component of the group of holomorphic isometries of a 
compact g.H. manifold (M. g). Then Auto(M. g) is a compact Lie transformation group acting 
on M. We denote by e the Lie algebra of infinitesimal holomorphic isometries, i.e.,vector fields 
X which satisfy Lx<? = 0 and LxJ = 0. Then t is the Lie algebra of Auto(M. g). It is easily 
seen that the diffeomorphisms in Auto(M, 8) are automorphisms of the canonical foliation 3 
and also that vector fields in t2 are infinitesimal automorphisms of 3. More precisely, we have 
Lv B = 0. LXA = 0 and Lxw = 0, Lx@ = 0 for X E p. For X E e, w(X) is a constant 
function on M. In fact we have 0 = Lxw = di(X)oj. We put w(X) = h. Putting .fx = H(X), 
WL‘ have 0 = L,yQ = di(X)H + i(X)d6’ = dfx - i(X)@‘. We denote by grad’fx the section of 
L defined by 
,y(grad’fx. U) = d,fx(v) for u E L’. 
Then X E t! has the expression 
X = -Jgrad’fx + ,fxA + by. (3.1) 
For X E t?, we define ZeroH(X) by 
Zerob(X) = {p E M I n(;!(X,,) = 01, 
where no denotes the projection of TM onto the normal bundle Q % L1. By (3.1), it follows 
that ZeroK(X) is not empty for any X E E. Moreover ZeroH( X) has the following property. 
Proposition 3.1. Let X be an infinitesimal holomorphic isometry on a compact g. H. m~mjfi~lrl 
M ThPn each connected component of ZeroR (X) is a closed foliated totally geodesic. comple\- 
suhmrrnjfdd. In particular it becomes a compac,t g. H. makfhld. 
Proof. Evidently each connected component of ZeroB(X) is a closed subset in M. For an 
arbitrary point /7 E ZeroB(X), let U be a distinguished open set around p with respect to the 
canonical foliation 3 and n : U + U’ be a projection onto a local quotient manifold U’. Since 
3 is transversally Kahlerian, a Kiihler structure is induced in U’ and in : U -+ U’ becomes a 
Hermitian submersion. Since X is an infinitesimal automorphism of 3, there exists a vector field 
X’ on (/‘such that X is r-related to X’. In particular we have ZeroB(X) n U = rr-‘(Zero(X’)), 
where Zero(X’) denotes the zero set of X’. Since X is an infinitesimal holomorphic isometry, 
so is X’. Therefore each connected component of Zero(X’) is a totally geodesic and complex 
suhmanifold in U’ (see 16. Chap. II Theorem 5.3 and Chap. III Sect. lo]). If necessary, taking a 
sufficiently small distinguished open set U around 17 and so U’. we may assume that Zero(X’) 
is connected in U’. Since n is a holomorphic submersion, ZeroH(X) n U = n--l (Zero(X’)) is a 
complex submanifold of U. Moreover it is easily shown that Zerob(X) n U is totally geodesic 
in (J. Last assertion is shown by in [14, Theorem 5.11. n 
Theorem 3.2. The canonical jdiation 3 011 (1 compcrct g.H. manifdd M has LI comlxrct 
lrtrf: 
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Proof. We denote by c the abelian subalgebra of e generated by the vector fields A and B. Let 
C be a connected Lie subgroup of Auto(M, g) which corresponds to c. Then each leaf of 3 is an 
orbit of C. Let T be a closure of C in Aut&M, g). Then T is a torus subgroup of Auto(M, g), 
Evidently every C-orbit is contained in a T-orbit. We shall show that there exists a T-orbit 
which coincides with a C-orbit. 
We denote by t the Lie subalgebra of e which corresponds to T. Let (Xl, . . , X,) be a basis 
of f. Then ZeroB(XI) is a non-empty T-invariant subset. This together with Proposition 3.1 
implies that each connected component of Zero6 (X 1) is a compact g.H. submanifold on which T 
acts as the group of holomorphic isometries. We choose a connected component of ZeroA (X1), 
which we denote by MI. On M1 we apply a similar argument to X2 and take a connected 
component M2 of ZeroB(X2). Then M2 is a compact g.H. submanifold of MI and hence of M, 
on which T acts as the group of holomorphic isometries. In particular, at each point of M2 we 
have rr~(X,) = 0, rr~(X,) = 0. Inductively we obtain a T-invariant compact g.H. submanifold 
M,. of M. At each point of M,, ns(X) = 0 for any X E t. Thus a T-orbit through p in M, 
coincides with a C-orbit through p and hence with a leaf of 3 through p. So it is a compact leaf. 0 
Applying Theorem 3.2, we have the following. 
Corollary 3.3. Let ML and M2 be two compact g.H. manifolds. Then the product complex 
manifold MI x MZ does not admit any 1.c.K. metrics. 
Proof. By Theorem 3.2, both canonical foliations of Ml and M2 have compact leaves. We 
denote by T, (i = 1. 2) such compact leaves in Mi (i = 1, 2), respectively. TI and T2 are both 
complex 1 -dimensional tori. 
We fix notations. 7ti : M = Ml x Mz + Mi (i = 1, 2) denote the projections to each 
factor. We fix (~1, ~2) E MI x M2 and define inclusion maps il : MI + MI x M2 and 
i2 : M2 --+ Ml x M2 by i 1 (p) = (p, ~2) and i2 (p) = (~1, p), respectively. We denote by 
jl : Tl + MI and j, : T2 + M2 inclusion maps. 
Suppose that the product complex manifold M = Ml x M2 admits an 1.c.K. metric g with 
Lee form w. Then there exist closed l-forms WI and w2 on Ml and M2, respectively such that 
[o] = [n;q] + [n,*w2] in the first de Rham cohomology group H’ (M; IR). By the conformal 
change of the metric g, if necessary, we may assume that w = n;wl + n;wz. The induced 
metric i;“g is an 1.c.K. metric on MI with Lee form irw = WI. By [I 1, Theorem 5.11, we see that 
[j;ol] # Oin H’(T,; R). Similarly [j;o,] # Oin H’(T2; PS).Theproduct TI x Tz isacompact 
complex submanifold of M = Ml x M2. We denote its inclusion map by j : T, x T2 + MI x M2. 
Then the induced metric j*g is an 1.c.K. metric with Lee form j*, = j;wl + j;o2. This implies 
that [j*,] # 0 in H’(T, x T2; R). However, by [13, Theorem 2. l] T, x T2 does not admit an 
1.c.K. metric which is not g.c.K. It is a contradiction. 0 
4. A compact g.H. manifold with a regular canonical foliation. 
In this section, we shall give a slight precision of the structure theorem on a compact g.H. 
manifold with a regular canonical foliation shown by I. Vaisman [ 151 and B.Y. Chen and 
l? Piccinni [2]. For the definition of a regular foliation, we follow R. Palais [9]. 
The following has been partially proved. 
Theorem 4.1. ( 1) [f’rhr canonical foliation 3 on u compacr g.H. tnun~fold M is rq~dur. then 
the leaf spuce N = M/3 is u compucf Kiihler tnunifi,ld and the projectiotl n : M + N is LI 
holomorphic principal.fihrr bundle whose .sfruclure group is u complex 1 -dimen.siotlul torta T. 
FLtrhrrtnor~~. rhe,form q! = H - g w is u c.onnrc~ion,fortn on this hllndlr und it .sutkfies thr 
,follrt,~~itig propertic,s: 
(i) $ o J = -I/I,. 
(ii) There exisfs II Kiihler jijrtn @’ cm N such fhuf the cxr\vrture ,form q of I/J .vrrk$irs 
+ = cx * @‘,fitr non-zero real number c. 
(2) C’otn~crsrl~, ifcr holotnorphic T-bundle x : M + N abler II cotnpcrct Kiihler tttun$tld N 
udtttits II c.nnnrc.tion,fi)rt71 $ which satisfies the trbn\?c properties (i) und (ii), then M has (I s. H. 
ttlc~lric rmd the leu\~r.s of’i~s cunonicul jbliuktn coincide bvilh the,fibrrs of the bundle. 
Proof. (I) has been proved by I. V&man [ 151 and B.Y. Chen and P. Piccinni [2]. 
(2) We define real 1 -forms 8 and w by H = the real part of Q and --w = the imaginary part 
of II/, i.e., + = fJ - gw. By (i), we have Q = --wo J and w = H o J. The curvature form \I, ot 
3 is given by q = rl$ = dH - gdco. By (ii), it follows that tlw = 0 and dH = UC*@,‘. Let 
,g’ be the Kahler metric on N corresponding to the Kahler form @‘. We define a metric tcnsot 
g on M hy 
It is easily seen that g is a Hermitian metric which is invariant by the action of the torus T. The 
fundamental form Q, is given by @ = n*@‘+wr\H. Therefore we haved@ = (-OX) A @. By a 
theorem of 1. V&man in [ 121, g is an 1.c.K. metric on M with Lee form --~‘a. We consider C as 
the Lie algebra of the torus T. The fundamental vector field A* on M corresponding to h E c is 
an intinitesimal isometry of g. We denote by B the fundamental vector field which corresponds 
to - n. Then B is the dual vector field corresponding to 01 with respect to g. Since (O is 
clo<ed and its dual vector field B is an infinitesimal isometry, w is parallel with respect to the 
Riemannian connection of g. Hence it has been shown that g is a g.H. metric. It is evident that 
the leaves of its canonical foliation coincide with the fibres of the bundle. [7 
We shall show how to construct holomorphic T-bundles which satisfy the conditions (i) 
and (ii ) of Theorem 4. I. Let F be a negative holomorphic line bundle over a compact Hodge 
manifold N and P be the corresponding principal V-bundle, i.e., P = F - {zero section}. 
For h E cG* IhI < I. we denote by I-,. the cyclic subgroup of c:” generated by h and denote 
bj M the quotient complex manifold P/r;. by the action of rh. We shall show that M is a 
holomorphic T-bundle which we want. We take a Hermitian tibre metric on F and denote by 
+ the connection form of its Hermitian connection. Then by the definition of the Hermitian 
connection, it follows that $J o J = m $. For the curvature form q of $, there exists a real 
clo\ed 2-form y of type (],I) on N such that X* y = (-l/2x J-l)*, where in : P + N 
denotes the projection. Then it is known that the Chern class c,(F)? in H’( N: C) is represented 
by y. By the negativity of F, we may assume that y is negative definite at each point of N. 
For the preceding h E c*, we put a! = (l/2rr fl) log A.. Since Ihl < 1. the imaginary 
part of cy is positive. We denote by A a subgroup of 0: generated by 1 and (Y and define a 
complex l-dimensional torus by T = @/A: p : C + T denotes the projection. We define a 
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homomorphism p : C* + T by 
( 1 P(C) = P 2lr 1/-1 1% < > for < E @*. 




z for z E C. 
Since kerp = rh, C*/ rh is isomorphic to T as complex Lie groups. Thus M = P/ rh is a 
holomorphic T-bundle and the natural projection 2 of P onto A4 is a bundle homomorphism 
with the corresponding homomorphism p : C* + T. By the general theory of connections in 
principal fibre bundles [7, Chap. II], there is a unique connection in M which is mapped by 
5 from the Hermitian connection in P. We denote by r/r’ and q’ such a connection form and 
its curvature form on M, respectively. Then we have p*r,V = dp . I/J and ,*q’ = dp . \I, [7, 
Chap. II Prop. 6.11. From these relations, it follows that I/Y’ o J = 2/--r@’ and q’ = -rr’*y, 
where n’ : A4 -+ N denotes the projection. Since )/ is negative definite, the connection form 
I// on A4 satisfies (i) and (ii) in Theorem 4.1. 
Remark. Even if we start from the positive holomorphic line bundle, we can obtain the same 
result. Let F and Fp’ be a negative line bundle and its inverse bundle over a compact Hodge man- 
ifold. Then F-’ is positive. We denote by P and P-’ the corresponding principal @*-bundles 
to F and Fp’, respectively. Then quotient complex manifolds P/ rh and P-l/ rh are biholo- 
morphic. Since original Hopf manifolds are defined as quotient manifolds C’* - {O)/ rh, we 
have taken the way starting from a negative line bundle. 
If the cohomology group H2(N; Z) has a non-trivial torsion subgroup, we can add another 
holomorphic T-bundle to the previous one. In this case we use the symbols Mr and $, for 
the holomorphic T-bundle constructed from a negative line bundle and its connection form. 
Let F2 be a holomorphic line bundle over N whose Chern class c(F2) is a cohomology class 
of finite order in H2(N; Z). We denote by P2 the corresponding principal c*-bundle. The de 
Rham cohomology class of c( F2)c vanishes and hence F2 has a holomorphic flat connection, 
whose connection form on P2 is denoted by p. Then we have p o J = ~/-IV and dq = 0. 
Let p2 be the homomorphism of c* onto T = C/A defined by 
P2G-1 =p ck! 
( 2n 1/-1 
1% 5 
> 
for < E C*. 
Here we recall that A is generated by 1 and c~. The Lie algebra homomorphism dp2 is given 
by dpZ(z) = (cx/27rl/-i)z for z E c. We put p = e2ir g”lm’. Then kerpz = (pCLn 1 n E Z}, 
which is denoted by rfi and C*/ rK is isomorphic to T. The quotient manifold M2 = P2/ FL1 
is a holomorphic T-bundle over N and the natural projection of P2 onto A42 is a bundle ho- 
momorphism with the corresponding homomorphism p2 : @* --+ T. We denote by I/Q the 
connection form on A42 which is mapped by the bundle homomorphism from cp on P2. Then we 
have$2oJ=fl$2andd+lr:!=O. 
Thus we obtained two holomorphic T-bundles Mt and M2 over a compact Hodge manifold 
N and connection forms tit and @2 on Ml and A&. We denote by M the sum Mi + M2 of MI 
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and Mz as holomorphic T-bundles (see Sect. 5) and by $ the connection form on M defined 
by @I and I/Q. Then I/J satisfies (i) and (ii) in Theorem 4. I. 
In the next section, we will discuss the relation between holomorphic C-bundles and holo- 
morphic T-bundles in detail and give the definition of characteristic classes of holomorphic 
T-bundles. We note that the characteristic class c(M) of the holomorphic T-bundle M con- 
\tructed in the above is given by c(M) = c(F1) -t c(Fz)cr in H*(N: A) = H’(N: Z) @I A. 
where A c @ is the lattice generated by 1 and (Y. 
Theorem 4.2. Let n : M + N be a holomorphic T-bundle ovrr a compact Kiihlrr rncrn$~l~I 
M with a connection form $ which satisjies (i) nncl (ii) in Theorem 4.1. Then the,followin~q hold.~: 
( 1 ) The lattice A is generated by a positive real number a and a comple,\- number h ,~~hos:~ 
imaginary part is not zero. 
(2) N is a Hedge makfold. 
(3 ) !fthe characteristic lass c’(M) = 0, M is u holomnrphic T-bundle obtainedfrom a ~~rgtr- 
lil*e (orpositive) holomorphic c*-bundle by the homomorphism p(c) = p((a/2n J-1) log <). 
(4) !f the characteristic class c’(M) # 0, M is the sum of' holomorphic T-bundles MI and 
A!? given as jbllows: Ml is obtained from a negative (or positive) holomorphic iC*-burzdle b\, 
the homomorphism pi (0 = p((a/2n fl) log [) and M 2 is obtained ,fi-om a holomorphi,~~ 
Y“*-bundle whose Chem class is ofjnite ordcr in H2(N: Z) hy the homomorphism ,ol(< ) == 
[‘((h/2rr J7, log 0. 
Proof. Let {LY, /I) be an integral basis of the lattice A. We shall investigate characteristic lasses 
c,(M) E H*(N; A) and P(M), c”(M) E H*(N: Z) of’ the holomorphic T-bundle M. Thlz 
curvature form Q of + projects to a real closed 2-form @’ of type (1.1) on N. @’ is negativ,: 
(or positive) definite at each point of N. The inclusion A + C induces the the canonical 
homomorphism H*(N: A) + H*(N; Q. Theimageofc(M) by thishomomorphism isdenoted 
by c(M).c. Thede Rhamcohomologyclass c(M)c is represented by 0’. We put I/J = q!~lw+$?p. 
Then @, and +2 are real-valued l-forms, while de, and d1/12 prqject to real closed 2-forms Q); 
;rnd @k on N. respectively. Evidently we have @’ = @‘,a + @:j3. We denote by c”(M):: and 
c,“(M) 3 the images of c”(M) and cb(M) which are mapped by the canonical homomorphism 
H’(N: Z) + H”(N: JR). Then the de Rham cohomology classes c”(M)li; and @CM);, ar: 
represented by 0’; and ah, respectively. 
For any homology class u E H,(N; Z), we denote by S apiecewise smooth cycle represent- 
ing CJ. Then we have 
= (c c"(Mh) a + (a, &WR)~. 
Since c” ( M)R, and cfi ( M)R are contained in the image of H2 (N: Z) by the canonical homomor- 
phism, (a, ~“(M)IM) and (o? c@(M)& are integers. From this, it follows that (a. c(M),:) E A. 
The image of the homomorphism Hz(N; Z) -+ G defined by (T t-+ (a. c(M),_) is a subgroup 
of A. which is denoted by A’. Since de Rham cohomology class [@,‘I # 0. we have A’ # (0). 
Since ,I$ @’ E Iw. A’ is contained in Ps. We take a generator CI (a > 0) of Ps f’ A. Then 
(I = tnu + n/3, where m and n are pairwise relatively prime. We choose integers m’ and 17 which 
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satisfy mn’ - nm’ = 1. Then a = mw + r@ and h = m’a + n’j3 generate A, From now on we 
use this integral basis {a, h} for A. 
We will investigate cU (M)w and c*(M) R. Since @’ is a real form, we have c”(M)pg = 
[ (1 /a)@‘] and C* (M)R = 0. Since ca (M) E H*(N; Z) and @’ is negative (or positive) definite, 
N is a Hodge manifold. Since c”(M)w = 0, c’(M) is a cohomology class of finite order in 
H2(N; Z). Now two cases may occur: 
Case 1. c*(M) = 0 in H*(N; Z). Applying Proposition 5.1 in the next section, we see 
that there exists a holomorphic C*-bundle P which is mapped to M by the homomorphism 
p(c) = p((a/2n 2/-i) log<). Furthermore we have c(P) = c”(M). Therefore the de Rham 
cohomology class c( P)e is represented by (l/a)@‘. This implies that P is negative (or positive). 
Case 2. c*(M) # 0 in H*(N; Z). We find a holomorphic @I*-bundle P2 whose Chern class 
c( PI) coincides with c’(M). Since ch(M)~ = 0, such a holomorphic c*-bundle exists. We 
denote by M2 the holomorphic T-bundle which is obtained from P2 by the homomorphism 
p*(c) = p((h/2n n) log 0. Then we have ca(Mz) = 0 and c’(M2) = c(Pz) = c”(M). 
We define a holomorphic T-bundle Mi by Mi = M - i&. Then we have c”(Mt) = c”(M) - 
c“ (M2) = c” (M) and ch (Ml ) = c’(M) - ch (M2) = 0. Applying the same argument as Case 1 
to Mi, we see that there exists a negative (or positive) holomorphic c*-bundle PI which is 
mapped to Mi by the homomorphism pi (0 = p((a/2n 1/-1) log 0. 0 
Corollary 4.3. Let M be a compact g.H. mamfold with a regular canonical foliation. Then 
integral curves of the vectorfield A Cfor the dejinition see Section 1) are closed curves with the 
same length. 
Proof. By Theorem 4.1(l), it follows that A is a fundamental vector field on the holomorphic 
T-bundle M which corresponds to 1 E C. By Theorem 4.2(l), a l-parameter subgroup of T 
generated by 1 E @ is periodic with the period a. 0 
5. Appendix. Characteristic classes of holomorphic torus bundles 
In this section we review basic properties of characteristic classes of holomorphic torus 
bundles. Many are proved by the same way as the case of holomorphic line bundles. So we will 
usually omit proofs. For a reference, see T. Hofer [3]. 
In this section T = c/A always denotes a complex l-dimensional torus defined by a lat- 
tice A c C and p : C --+ T denotes the projection. We study a holomorphic principal 
T-bundle n : P + N over a complex manifold N. Let 0(T) be the sheaf over N of germs 
of T-valued holomorphic functions. Then we have a 1- 1 correspondence between equivalence 
classes of holomorphic T-bundles over N and classes in H’(N; U(T)). Moreover we can 
give the set of holomorphic T-bundles the group structure which is the same as the group 
structure on H’(N; 0(T)). 
From the exact sequence of Z-modules 0 + A -+ C -+ T -+ 0, we get an exact sequence 
of sheaves on N 
0 -+ A + 0 + 0(T) + 0, 
where A denotes the sheaf of germs of locally constant A-valued functions. This yields the 
,-’ _, 
exact cohomology sequence 
...-+ H’(N:A)+ H’(/v;Q+ H’(N;(3(7-))-li H?(N:A)+ .” 
For a holomorphic T-bundle P E H’(N; 0(T)), c(P) E H’(N: A) = H2(N; Z) Q A is called 
the c~lmmteristic class of P. We shall give an explicit description of c(P). Let U = (U, ) be 
a tufticiently fine locally finite open covering of N. Let P be a holomorphic T-bundle defined 
by a 1 -cocycle {(;A) E Z’(U: (3(T)). Namely it holds that [;,j + [;l; + <k; = 0 in T. We choose 
a I-cochain (j;r) E C’(U: 0) such that j~(fik) = <,A. Then c;,i = ,fr, + ,f;k + .fl;, E A and we 
get a 2-cocycle (c,,~] E Z’(U; A). The characteristic class c(P) E H’(N; A) is represented 
by this cocycle {c;,jk}. Let (w, ,I!?} be an integral basis of A. We put c;jl; = ln,jka + rl;,aB, 
I//,,L. /?,,I, E z. Then {m;;~} and (n;jk) are both cocycles in Z’(‘U: .I?5). We denote by ?( PI and 
c,“(P) the cohomology classes [(nZ;jk}] and [(/li,k}] in H’(N: 25). respectively. Let (a’. fi’) be 
~1 another integral basis of A. Then we have w = (11 ]cz’ + azl/I’. p = ~112c~’ + uz?@‘. where 
By straightforward calculation, it follows that c”‘(P) = nl ,c”( P) + crlzcp( P), cfl’( P) =: 
u.:,c(y(P) + m*cP( P). 
We shall discuss the relation between holomorphic c*-bundles and holomorphic T-bundles. 
\Ve tix an integral basis {a, j3) of A. We define a homomorphism p of @* onto T by 
(5.1) 
We set r = ker p = (y”’ ( m E Z), where y = ezn v’7p1u. Since CY_ and /3 are linearI;; 
independent over Pg, ,6/w is not contained in II& and hence 1y 1 # I. We get the exact sequences 
ot‘.%modules and sheaves 
0 -+ l- + c* /’ T + 0, 
0 -+ l- ---f Cl* + Cl(T) -+ 0. 
\I here r in the second line means the sheaf of germs of locally constant r-valued functions. 
The above exact sequence of sheaves yields the exact cohomology sequence 
+ H’(N: o*) -2 H’(N; o(T)) -5 H’(N: r) -+ . . (5.2) 
Here H’(N: Cl*) is the group of holomorphic Q1*-bundles (equally holomorphic line bundles.) 
over N. For a @*-bundle P E H’(N; Cl*), the T-bundle fi( P) is given as P/ r, i.e., the quotient 
c~omplex manifold of p by the action of r. 
For a c*-bundle p E H’(N; Cl*), we shall investigate the relation between the Chern class 
(,( _) and the characteristic lasses c(p(F)), - c”(jj(P)), and @(p(F)) of the mapped T-bundle 
,j( P). If p is given by a I-cocycle (f;j} E Z’ t’Ll: Cl*), then 2-cocycle 
in Z’(U: z) represents the Chern class c(F). Recalling the characteristic lasses of a T-bundle. 
we have (,(2(p)) = c,(“P)w. This implies that c”($(P)) = c(P) and @(p(F)) = 0. 
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Next let us give an explicit description of C(P) for P E H’ (N; 0(T)) defined in the sequence 
(5.2). Let P be defined by a I-cocycle {{jk} E Z’(‘U; O(T)). We choose a I-cochain (fjk) E 
C’ (u; (3) such that P(fjk) = {jk. Then we have ~(e 
in T, Cijk = e2n J=T(.L~+f/i+fi~)/~ 
2rr gf,i’a) = <jk. Since [;j + [jk + <k; = 0 
E r. Thus we get a 2-cocycle (Cijk} E Z*(U; r). Z(P) E 
H*(N; r) is represented by this cocycle (Cijk}. On the other hand we recall that Cijk = fij + 
fjk + fki = mijka + nijkp> mijk, /Zijk E z. By this, it follOwS that ?ijk = e 2Jr J--r~l,,,/l/cu = p,” 
Therefore symbolically we have C(P) = y”“(‘). 
The above descussion implies the following. 
Proposition 5.1. Let ,Z : H’(N; (3*) + H ’ (N; O(T)) be the homomorphism induced by 
(5.1). For P E H’(N; U(T)), there exists a holomorphic @*-bundle p E H’(N; 0*) such that 
p(P) = P ifand only if@(P) = 0 in H’(N; Z). 
We shall relate characteristic classes with curvatures. The inclusion A -+ c induces the 
canonical homomorphism H2(N; A) + H2(N; C). The image of c(P) is denoted by c(P)@. 
Similarly we denote by c” (P)pg and c@ (P)w the images of C~ (P) and cB (P) sent by the homo- 
morphism H*(N; 25) -+ H*(N; Ii%). Let @ be a connection form on a holomorphic T-bundle 
P over N and \I, = d$ be its curvature form. Then there exists a complex closed 2-form @ 
on N which satisfies \I, = n*@. We put ti = e,w + $28. Then I/J, and $2 are real l-forms. 
Similarly to q = de, there exist real closed 2-forms @I and <D2 which satisfy d@, = ?r*@, 
and d+:! = n*&. Evidently we have @ = @,a! + @p. The following holds. 
Proposition 5.2. The de Rham cohomology class c( P)r is represented by @. Similarly the de 
Rham cohomology classes c” (P)w and cb (P)m are represented by @ 1 and @2, respectively. 
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